Integrating behavioral surveillance into emerging infectious disease prevention
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Pandemics associated with emerging infectious diseases, particularly zoonotic infections, are increasing in both frequency and impact. Over the past decade, attempts to control deadly zoonotic viruses like severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and Middle Eastern respiratory syndrome (MERS) coronaviruses, and highly pathogenic avian influenza viruses, have been, out of necessity, almost entirely reactionary. The Ebola outbreak in West Africa, which is not yet contained, and the recent MERS outbreak in South Korea, highlight the rapidity with which these deadly infections can spread. While detection of Ebola was relatively slow in West Africa and response even slower, MERS in South Korea was identified quickly. Yet cases in South Korea ballooned to 164 within 30 days with 24 deaths despite a lack of evidence of sustained human-to-human transmission. Both epidemics share underlying super-spreader mechanisms of transmission attributable directly to cultural practices that were not immediately considered or addressed.

In settings where infectious disease surveillance exists, the focus is on the biological monitoring of a population, often in sentinel hospitals. When emerging infectious disease outbreaks occur and surviving infected individuals come to hospital, an outbreak has generally already established itself in at least one community. Once a pathogen is newly identified or occurs in a novel environment, outbreak investigations are implemented. Standard operating procedures in outbreak investigations are listed in Box 1. This is the best case scenario. In many countries with a high risk of zoonotic disease spillover from animals to humans, systematic infectious disease surveillance does not exist.2–5 In this situation, investigations are implemented when outbreaks come to the attention of medical authorities—and the authorities are influential and persistent enough to bring about action.

Box 1. Epidemiologic steps of an outbreak investigation6

1. Prepare for field work
2. Establish the existence of an outbreak
3. Verify the diagnosis
4. Construct a working case definition
5. Find cases systematically and record information
6. Perform descriptive epidemiology
7. Develop hypotheses
8. Evaluate hypotheses epidemiologically
9. As necessary, reconsider, refine and re-evaluate hypotheses
10. Compare and reconcile with laboratory and/or environmental studies
11. Implement control and prevention measures
12. Initiate or maintain surveillance
13. Communicate findings.

In terms of outbreak investigation and response, South Korea provides a best case example, West Africa a worst. Yet both experienced epidemics graver than expectations would have predicted, particularly after the outbreaks had been confirmed and control and prevention measures implemented. Contact tracing (Step 5) and survey development and implementation (Step 6), the cornerstones of disease control, are detailed in their biological assessment of disease and focused on identifying cases (i.e., infected individuals) and contacts of cases. These elements are essential in efforts to control and prevent emerging infectious disease transmission. Yet these types of traditional outbreak surveys are developed by medical personnel and epidemiologists, and
rarely include information concerning the social dynamics that underlie outbreaks and spread. Seldom do medical professionals solicit community input and expertise in their development.

What went wrong in West Africa and South Korea? The superspreader mechanisms were valued human activities intricately integrated into daily life. In West Africa, burial traditions were eventually found to be a source of rapid transmission and approximately 12 months after the first case of Ebola is purported to have occurred. 

However, even after this mechanism of transmission was identified, incidence continued to climb. Shocked public health authorities were stymied and even attacked when they declared that families could not prepare dead loved ones for burial. To date, challenges in successfully communicating this message continue to exist.

In South Korea, the affordability of health care has created a culture of ‘doctor shopping’. It is the norm for patients to consult several specialists prior to deciding on a first-choice facility. This cultural practice led to the contamination of several medical facilities, which in turn led to an unprecedented MERS outbreak in Asia. Clearly ‘doctor shopping’, (along with the strict implementation of universal precautions and infection control) is a target for policy change and strategic intervention. However, given that the practice is an open secret and is economically feasible, behavior change communications advising the public to stop doctor shopping are unlikely to be successful, even in the face of a fatal epidemic. The burial example in West Africa provides the strongest evidence that people will not automatically change behavior just because the public health community provides evidence that a behavior carries significant personal risk of illness and death. Without understanding the social and cultural philosophy that underlies the practice (e.g., insecurity in the ability to evaluate a physician) it will be impossible to identify the barriers to change that clearly exist, and equally impossible to develop serious and acceptable alternatives.

Including affected community members in outbreak investigations can lead to 1) the identification of transmission mechanisms, 2) a recognition of the barriers that may exist to control and prevention measures and, perhaps most importantly, 3) an ability to instill a shared sense of urgency in communities at risk—an urgency that can translate to action by and with those at imminent risk of infection. To gain insight into an outbreak, an experience that is both terrifying and life-threatening, initial interaction with the community requires a complementary, less structured approach than traditional surveys afford. Social science methods have been successfully deployed to document infectious disease outbreaks, to identify specific disease transmission mechanisms, and to develop control and prevention strategies in a time-sensitive fashion.

Rapid ethnography, and rapid assessments in general, is a collection of field methods intended to provide a reasonable understanding of individuals and their activities, given significant time pressures and limited time in the field. These methods include a targeted assessment of available formal and informal data sources, with a major emphasis on semi-structured conversations with key informants, community members knowledgeable about the target population of people at risk, as well as of efforts to manage and minimize the consequences of the outcome of interest. Outbreaks do not occur in a vacuum. It is important to understand what is already being done in the community, as well as the beliefs surrounding the causes of both disease and transmission. Rapid assessment methods have been standardized, adopted by international health agencies such as WHO, and used to develop effective interventions for a wide variety of health outcomes, including improving the design of late-stage clinical trials that evaluate non-vaccine biomedical HIV preventive interventions and establishing health care priorities in emergency situations. Rapid ethnography is often a precursor to standardized behavioral surveillance.

Behavioral surveillance is a powerful tool in its own right and has been integral in providing evidence for both the positive and particularly the lack of negative secondary findings associated with infectious disease preventive interventions. For example, not only was behavioral assessment key to identifying injecting drug use as a risk factor for HIV transmission, but behavioral surveillance has consistently been able to demonstrate that syringe exchange programs reduce the number of new HIV infections and do not appear to lead to increased drug use among injecting drug users or in the general community. A secondary finding of increased sexual activity among young human papilloma virus (HPV) vaccine recipients has also been negated by behavioral surveillance. In acknowledgement of these findings, there has been significant government policy action and support for the large scale implementation of both of these preventive interventions. It is indeed possible and perhaps likely that effective policy and intervention may be politically or socially unpopular with those not at risk of the outcome. Behavioral surveillance will be an additional tool in the public health armory to support and promote prevention.

Although feasible and informative, integrated biological and behavioral surveillance has been used primarily to better understand HIV/AIDS. When combined with biological monitoring, behavioral surveillance has the potential to provide even more potent data in the context of zoonotic infectious disease, particularly if these data are also informed by and considered in conjunction with the surveillance of pathogens circulating in potential animal reservoirs.

As the global shift in tackling pandemics tips from reactive to preventive, the targeted and sparing use of behavioral surveillance has the potential to contribute significantly to pandemic prevention activities. Unlike other surveillance approaches, behavioral surveillance does not need to be frequently implemented, since behavior is notoriously resistant to change. To be effective as a prevention tool, behavioral surveillance should be a key component in a comprehensive infectious disease monitoring approach, implemented with high-risk populations in settings at increased risk of zoonotic transmission. Should an outbreak occur, a database that documents the social dynamics and behaviors essential to understanding transmission, as well as potential barriers and opportunities for intervention, could contribute to a rapid and feasible disease control and mitigation strategy. In addition, in order to facilitate impact evaluation, it is essential to conduct behavioral surveillance prior to the implementation of any policy or strategic intervention meant to prevent zoonotic disease spillover or outbreaks from occurring. Moreover, these data will be invaluable in informing realistic and effective policies and interventions in the first place.
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